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This site uses google cookies to provide its services and analyze traffic. Information about your use of this site is shared with Google. By using this site, you consent to the use of cookies. August 12, 2016 R, 1 h 29 min Animated Comedy ENTER CITY, COUNTRY OR ZIP CODE 1 win &amp; 24
nominations. See more awards » Learn more Edit products at Shopwell's Grocery Store have been made to consider codes that help them live a happy life until it's time for them to leave the comfort of the supermarket and head big afterwards. However, after a botched trip to the big behind leaves one
sausage named Frank and his companion Bun stranded, Frank goes to great length (pun intended) to return to his pack and make another trip to the big behind. But as Frank's journey takes him from one end of the supermarket to the other, Frank's quest to discover the truth about his existence as a
sausage becomes incredibly dark. Can he expose the truth to the rest of the supermarkets and get his colleagues products to rebel against his human masters? Written by halo1k Plot Summary | Plot Synnotation Taglines: Always Use Spices See More »Imation | Adventure | Comedy by & 2009 Fantasy
Certificate: K-12 | View all certificates » Parenting Guide: View content counselor » Edit lifeless food items such as shower, and condom are anthropomorphic, but many objects (such as different blades) are displayed throughout the film as having no anthropomorphic functions. See more » [first-line]
Frank: [notices shoppers entering Shopwell's] Shit! I don't want you to do this like Carl. Frank: Carl? Carl? Carl, Carl, Man, we slept again! The song is about to begin! Come on, Frank! We can't miss the song! [Barry] Carl: Barry, wake up! - What? I'm upstairs, I'm up! Frank: This song is such a great way
to start every morning. Carl: It's just a super nice way to show the gods how much we appreciate everything they'll do for us when they take us out of those doors of The Great Beyond. [...] See more » PAY edited on FX Brenda says: Stay away from my sausages, you psycho! See more » Gone by JR JR
Writer(s): Joshua Epstein (IV), Mike Higgins, Dan Nigro, and Daniel Zott(IV) © 2016 Music Vinyl See more » User reviews Edit Official website | Official website [France] | See more » Release Date: 21 October 2016 (Finland) See more » Contacting also: La fiesta de las salchichas See more » Los
Angeles, California, USA Edit Budget: $19,000,000 (estimated) Opening Weekend USA: $34,263,534, 14 August 2016 Gross USA: $97,685,686 Cumulative Worldwide Gross: $140,705,322 See more about IMDbPro »Nadna Pictures, Columbia Pictures, Nitrogen Studios Canada See More » Runtime: 89
min Aspect Ratio : 1.85 : 1 View full technical specs » Animated film on sausage quest to uncover the truth about your existence. Due to ni government restrictions, we have until Fri, 11 December. Adults £7.5018 &amp; OverTeen £6.0013 - 17Kids £6.0012 &amp; UnderStudents £6.00Valid ID
RequiredSenior Citizens £6.0060 &amp; OverMatinees £6.6.00Ws 00First 5:30 PMCrazy Tues £4.50All DayFamily Pass £20,002 Adults &amp; 2 KidsMorning Mat £4.50Before noon This film is rated 15 very strong language, powerful powerful references 83 minutes Animation, Adventures, Comedy Greg
Tiernan, Conrad Vernon Seth Rogen, Kristen Wiig, Jonas Hill, Bill Hader animated film about a one-sausage quest to discover the truth about their existence. February 17, 2018 There is a value to be found in taking comedy seriously. I don't think the best comedy is one that won't produce laughter, but
rather that great comedy will often be able to make you think or deeply emote, feeding your head and your heart, even as it makes your parties a pain. Not every comedy is as relevant as Stanley Kubrick's outings in the genre, but comedy other than hard work is always a welcome addition – especially
during the awards season, in which comedies are so often overlooked for favoring more overtly serious but often inferior films. By these standards, or even by any standards, a lot of sausages are great comedy. Like National Lampoon's Animal House before it, it carries an object that has potentially
interesting political or philosophical notation, and proceeds to explore it in some of the most delightfully flavored ways imaginable to modern audiences – and all the time you find your sides breaking as one of its bananas. If nothing else, it's further evidence that lowbrow productions can often be as
successful as ultra-highbrow outings, so we both think and laugh. The sausage side is a high-concept film as far as it is built around one central idea, but it is not entirely high concept in its execution. Seth Rogen worked for eight years for a film that has been rejected by many studios and the first teasing
project in 2010, three years before it was green-lit. Not only that, but this film costs $19m, much lower than the kind of budget that mainstream animation efforts often enjoy. It wears the skin of the main film, but underneath it is a labor of love. Even if we do not like the finished product, the fact that the film
this energetic and personal was made at all under the current system is something that should be welcomed. The film has an interesting central vanity – namely what it would be like if our food had feelings, and how it would react to being eaten. The idea sounds simple – it's the kind of thing that a child
could imagine given the right stimulation – but it's also one of amazing depth. The film's philosophical basis is animism, the idea of animals, plants and even inanimal objects that have souls - a belief that, some anthropologists claim, is one of the oldest in human civilization and based early religions. As we
will see, the Sausage Party is interested in religion quite a bit – though not from the most academic perspectives. Also, we can look at sausage party conceit as a parody of the Disney-PIXAR approach to character animation. John Lasseter once said that he tried to describe inanimal or disposable objects
in terms of their relationship to their purpose; his example water bottle would be very happy when full, could get mad at people, the more they drank from it, and would no longer feel sense for their lives when it was empty. This film shares Lasseter's idea of aiming at something external (something given to
creatures, not something that they invent for themselves), but for those who give that purpose is much less favorable. The film has an interest in how religions work, both in terms of their relationship with other religions and the relationship between the gods and their followers. Apparently you're not going
to find the deepest examination of religion or theology here – any film that literally culminates in a mass hasn't got the deepest conviction. But it's interesting to find mainstream comedy (and stoner comedy in it) that wants to address this issue rather than just spouting plouts about using haze illegal
chemicals. After all, the Sausage Party lines up with the increasingly secular mainstream on this issue, opining (in my opinion erroneously) that religion is a misinterpretation of the natural world caused by a lack of knowledge and a reluctance to question what is traditionally considered true. The belief
system it depicts is rooted in many pagan cultures, including Ancient Greece, which is not a moral religion, where the gods were caprited, inconsistent, limited in their authority and regularly indifferent to mortal plight. To paraphrase C.S. Lewis with the problem of pain, this religion has not yet progressed to
the point where the source of numinous awe (a sense of fear and reverence we feel toward supernatural beings) has been identified as a giver of moral law, which we feel compelled to behave and yet fail to support. Given the film's creation and the philosophical problems posed by animism (for example,
how can we justify something to eat if everything on Earth has a soul?), it's hard to see how Rogen and the directors were able to kill off any other conclusion. From a purely intellectual point of view, it's disappointing that they don't go further, confining themselves to jokes about the results of an
entrenched religious culture (a Jewish bagel struggling with Arab lavash) rather than exploring whether the supernatural could truly exist in any form. But if watching this movie starts thos conversation about a few more people, rather than simply reaffirming their views, then it should be recognized in some
way, no matter how small. if you're not interested in sausage party views on religion, there is still a lot to enjoy in the movie. The film wears its bad taste as a badge of honor from the beginning – if the austly vaginal design of Kristen Wiig's hot dog bun makes you feel uncomfortable, then it really makes no
sense sticking around for Nazi food looking to kill juice, or parody war movies with spagetetti guts and jam standing on blood. Some of the character's decisions are more subtle than others – the villain's literally giant shower is not the biggest creative stage – but the design is distinctive, the voice of the
cast is consistently funny and the animation is appealing despite the deliberately plastic quality. One flaw in the sausage party is after all that it doesn't quite go far enough, either in its subject matter or in its jokes. That's not to say you won't find at least one moment that creates an awkward silence rather
than a loud laugh, but it's ultimately too conventional for its heroes, having worked so hard to challenge many other conventions in the genre. Even when it comes to its darkness and political misconception, the film feels the need to keep the characters endearing and appealing by playing disney-pixar
dynamic good triumphant over evil even as it subverts much of their style. It's not up there with the likes of Heathers, Dr. Strangelove or the best of ealing comedies who had the confidence to turn a sour observation of the world into its main players, making us perversely sympathetic to really horrible
people. The sausage party is trying to have its cake and eat it, and its end is a double cop-out: not only is this kind of fourth wall joke done to death, but it teases about it's supernatural side after hammering on the fact that there is no one for the duration of the action. Sausage Party is a hilarious comedy
that asks some surprisingly intelligent questions. Even though its responses and performance don't always fire, it pulls off a rare gambit appealing to the mainstream audience without losing any of its spiky, creative nature, and above all it's consistently funny from its opening to closing gags. If nothing



else, it's proof that there is more to Seth Rogen and his colleagues than often meets the eye. June 11, 2017 Very crude and vulgar, Sausage Party is an animated adult comedy that is both incredibly offensive and hilarious. The story follows an assorted group of groceries in a grocery store that gets
separated on its way to the cash ing and eventually reveals a horrible secret about what happens to food when it leaves the store. Featuring the voice talents of Seth Rogen, Kristen Wiig, Salma Hayek, Edward Norton, Jonah Hill, and Danny McBride, the cast is quite impressive. And animations and
character designs are especially well done. Comedy is really hit-and-miss; more stuffed with overt sexual miemendos. However, there's a bit of wisdom with the movie's satire of religion and nationalism. The sausage party is entertaining, but it's also a bit of a mess that sacrifices your message about sex
jokes. Jokes.
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